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Materials Used: Chameleon Pens: Bisque (NU1), Fawn (NU3), Spring Meadow 
(YG3), Sky Blue (BL3), Aqua Marine (BG4), Grass Green (GR3), Crimson Red 
(RD4), Cool Gray (CG8); 1496-Plate-B-lavori in corso (Impronte d’Autore), Holiday 
Party Animal, Backed With Love, Milo’s ABCs, Gingham Backdrops (Lawn Fawn), 
Diamond Pattern (Penny Black); Versamark ink pad, Versafine Onyx Black and 
Crimson Red ink pad, Distress Antique Linen and Salty Ocean pad, Blending tool; 
White and clear embossing powders; Neenah Solar White card; 12” x 12” (30 x 30 
cm) Powder Blue Bazzill Basics Paper; Dovecraft Kraft Card 240gsm, Black 
cardstock; Stitched Borders and Stitched Scalloped Borders (Lawn Cuts), Oval dies; 
Copper brads, Half pearl beads; 5½” x 5½” (14 x 14 cm) Black note book. 

Instructions: 

1. Stamp the character using the Versafine Onyx Black and the clear embossing 
powder onto Neenah card, havig care to mask the content of the hand and the 
lower part of the body. Then, mask the upper part and stamp the gingham 
motive with the Versafine red. 
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2. Mask again the character and print the background: for a better result, ink the 
stamp with the Versamark pad, then with the Distress Antique Linen pad, and 
print onto the paper. 

3. With the Bisque pen, start coloring the face from the eyes line, infusing the 
brush nib for 7-8 seconds for each half face. Add the shadows and the cheeks 
infusing for 2-3 seconds. With the Cool Gray fill each area of the hair, infusing 
the brush nib for 4-5 seconds. 
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4. With the Spring Meadow pen, color each portion of the dress, infusing the 
brush nib for 5-6 seconds. Add some shadows to the apron, infusing the bullet 
nib of the Blue Sky pen for 2 seconds. Infuse for 3-4 seconds the bullet nib of 
the Grass Green and color the leaf. Fill the berry with the Crimson Red pen 
without infusing. Cut out a small oval and blend a side with the Salty Ocean 
pad. Glue it onto the hand of Mrs Santa. 

5. Stamp the kitchen elements with the Versafine black and emboss them with 
the clear powder. Color the smaller ones infusing the bullet nib of the Fawn 
pen for 4-5 seconds, and the bigger infusing for 8-10 seconds. Color the bowl 
with the Sky Blue pen, infusing the brush nib for 9-10 seconds, and the strip 

with the Aqua Marine infusing the bullet nib for 6 seconds. 
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6. Cut out the elements and attach them to the kitchen scene using the foam glue 
dots. Leave two gingerbread men aside. 

7. Create a frame for the scene with the craft paper, using the Stitched borders 
and the Stitched Scalloped borders dies. Prepare the base gluing a 5” x 

5” (12,5 x 12,5 cm) Powder Blue Bazzill Paper onto a little bigger white paper 
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square. Cut two 5½” x 3/4” (14 x 2 cm) black stripes and stamp them with 
Versamark and white embossing powder. 

8. Attach everything onto a front cover of a 5½” x 5½” (14 x 14 cm) black note 
book, adding some decorative elements: the half pearl bead for the earring, the 
copper brads on the frame corners, the gingerbread man onto each black 
stripe. Attach the second black stripe onto the spine of the recipes book.  

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http://blog.chameleonpens.com and on 
the webside http:/ /www.chameleonpens.com and on Monica’s blog at http:/ /
mybonnetbee.blogspot.com

http://www.chameleonpens.com

